
SIMPLE PREPARATION FOR THE HOME PHOTOGRAHPER 
 

 Cars removed from driveway (put into the garage or out in the street) 

 Garage doors down 

 Hide Trash Containers that are outdoors and in view of front and rear exterior photos 

 Take down holiday decorations if the holiday is over 

 In the winter dispose of dead potted plants on patio and entry ways.  In the summer coil hoses and have bikes and 

toys removed from sight in yard and driveway 

 Turn  on ALL lights  in house 

 Replace burnt out bulbs 

 Straighten lamp shades and close drawers 

 Straighten pictures on the walls 

 Remove everything stuck to refrigerator doors 

 Clear the kitchen counter tops of coffee makers, microwaves, toasters, etc. (This is especially important if it is a 

small kitchen) 

 Decluttering for photo shoots:  End-tables, bedroom bureaus, bathroom vanities, showers, home office desks, tops 

of refrigerators, book shelves, laundry rooms, and put pet toys away 

 Remove clothing hung on the back of doors 

 Tidy up decks and patios (even in the winter) 

 Cage/Kennel dogs and cats.  It’s not a fear factor, it’s about animals walking through the photo scene ruining shots. 

Tips: 

 Counter top appliances hide in pantry, a closet or garage.   

 Decluttering;  Get a wash basket or card board box, and load them up … so the “stuff” is in one “portable spot”, for 

removal and  easier replacement after the photo shoot 

NOTE:  “Decluttering:”  Sellers should follow all  of the suggestions that their REALTOR has made regarding preparing 

the home for sale, including “decluttering.”  As your photographer, my “decluttering” needs are different, minimal and 

should not be confused with what your REALTOR has recommended. 

It is critical to the sale of your home that you follow the recommendations of your REALTOR. 

 


